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Use and Care of Handtools and Measuring ToolsThe purpose of this course is to increase your
knowledge of the use and care of handtools and measuring tools.No matter how small the job,
safety precautions must be taken at all times. A tool may be efficient, essential, time-saving, or
even convenient; but it is also dangerous. For this reason, handtools must be used correctly. You
must also be alert to any conditions that might endanger yourself or fellow workers.This course
covers a large group of general purpose handtools. These tools are termed non-edged
handtools because they are not used for cutting purposes and do not have sharpened or cutting
edges. They are designed to facilitate mechanical operations such as clamping, hammering,
twisting, turning, and more. This group includes such tools as hammers, mallets, and
screwdrivers, which are commonly referred to as driving tools. Other types of non-edged tools
include wrenches, pliers, clamps, pullers, soldering irons, and many others of a similar
nature.This course also covers measuring tools that are designed for measuring work
accurately. They include level indicating devices (levels), noncalibrated measuring tools
(calipers, dividers, trammels) for transferring dimensions and/or layouts from one medium to
another, calibrated measuring tools (rules, precision tapes, micrometers) designed to measure
distances in accordance with one of several standards of measurement, gages (go and no-go
gages, thread gages) which are machined to predetermined shapes and/or sized for
measurement by comparison, and combination tools such as a combination square which is
designed to perform two or more types of operations. In this course five types of measuring tools
will be discussed. These types are: scribers; rules or scales; calipers and dividers; micrometers;
and miscellaneous measuring gages.This course is part of our Mechanics and Hydraulics
series.Full illustrations and diagrams included.Lessons:- Safety Procedures for Using Handtools
and Power Tools- Use and Care of Handtools- Use and Care of Measuring Tools- Practice
Exercise and Solutions

From the Back CoverThis book answers questions such as: How do you market green electricity
or bio-methane? What is the right price for renewable energy? How do the legal framework and
customer preferences influence marketing strategies? Is direct marketing or online marketing
the key to success?Answers to these and many other questions can be found in this volume,
which gathers contributions from leading researchers and respected practitioners. Employing an
easy-to-follow, clearly structured format, it combines the latest research results and concrete
case studies to help readers understand the fundamentals of marketing for renewable energies
and new business models from different countries.--This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorCarsten Herbes is a professor of international management and
renewable energy at Nuertingen-Geislingen University (NGU) and Director of the ‘Institute for



International Research on Sustainable Management and Renewable Energy’. His research
interests include marketing and acceptance of renewable energies, renewable energy
cooperatives, Japanese business and economy. Before joining NGU he worked as a
management consultant and board member of a bio-energy company.Christian Friege is the
former CEO of LichtBlick AG, a leading green energy company in Germany and a consultant in
the field. His research interests include renewable energy, direct selling and customer
management. His research was published, among others, in Journal of Service Research and
Energy Policy. He has taught at Nuertingen Geislingen University and University of St. Gallen.
Currently, he serves as a member of the board of Cewe Stiftung & Co KGaA.--This text refers to
the hardcover edition.
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Published by TSD Training© 2020 TSD TrainingNoteThe contents of this book are intended to
provide helpful information, reference and understanding on the subjects discussed and should
not be relied upon as recommending or promoting a specific method. This type of activity can be
dangerous. Failure to follow all the safety procedures may result in serious injury or death. For
safety, you should use caution, care and good judgment. Consider your own skill level and the
instructions and safety precautions associated with the tools and materials that you are using.
The publisher cannot assume responsibility for any damage to property or injury as a result of
using the information provided. The publisher makes no representations or warranties with
respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and specifically disclaim all
warranties, including without limitation any implied warranties of fitness for a particular purpose.
The publisher does not assume and hereby disclaims any liability to any party for any loss,
damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result
from negligence, accident, or any other cause. Any references used are provided for
informational purposes only and do not constitute endorsement.Table of
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3INTRODUCTIONThe purpose of this training course is to increase the mechanic's knowledge
of the use and care of handtools and measuring tools.LESSON 1SAFETY PROCEDURES FOR
USING HANDTOOLS AND POWER TOOLSTASK 1DESCRIBE THE SAFETY PROCEDURES
FOR USING HANDTOOLS AND POWER TOOLS1. Introduction to SafetyNo matter how small
the job, safety precautions must be taken at all times. A tool may be efficient, essential, time-
saving, or even convenient; but it is also dangerous. For this reason, the mechanic must use
handtools correctly. The mechanic must also be alert to any conditions that might cause danger.



Time should be taken to acquaint oneself with safety guidelines and remember that the most
important part of any safety procedure is the mechanic.2. Safety Rulesa. General. It is extremely
important for all concerned to recognize the possibilities of injury when using handtools and
power tools. There will undoubtedly be a safety program to follow for the shop or area in which
you are working. The following general safety precautions and rules are included as a guide to
prevent or minimize personal injury when using these tools:(1) Make certain that before using
them all tool handles are securely attached.(2) Exercise extreme caution when handling edged
tools.(3) Do not use a tool for a purpose other than that for which it was intended.(4) Do not
handle tools carelessly, piling tools in drawers, dropping tools on hard surfaces, etc., can
damage them. Damaged tools can cause mishaps.(5) Keep your mind on your work so that you
do not strike yourself or someone else with a hammer or sledge.(6) Do not carry edged or
pointed tools in your pocket.(7) Always wear goggles when chipping metal and when grinding
edges on tools.(8) Hold driving tools correctly so that they will not slip off the work surface.(9)
Use the right tool for the job. The wrong tool may damage materials, injure workers, or both.(10)
Do not use punches with unsuitable points or mushroomed heads.(11) Do not use a tool that is
oily or greasy. It may slip out of your hand, causing injury.(12) When using jacks to lift a vehicle,
be sure to use blocking or other supports in case of jack failure.(13) Make sure that work to be
cut, sheared, chiseled, filed, etc., is steadied and secure to prevent the tool from slipping.(14)
When using a knife, always cut away from your body, except in the case of a spoke shave or
drawknife. (See 4b(5) and (6)).(15) Use torches and soldering irons with extreme care to prevent
burns and explosions. The soldering iron must always be placed so that the hot point cannot
come in contact with flammable material or with the body.(16) Familiarize yourself with the
composition and hardness of the material to be worked.(17) Support your local safety program
and take an active part in safety meetings.(18) Advise your supervisor immediately of any
unsafe conditions before starting work.(19) Learn the safe way to do your job before you start.
(20) Think safety, and act safely at all times.(21) Obey safety rules and regulations–they are for
your protection.(22) Conduct yourself properly at all times–horseplay is prohibited and
dangerous.(23) Operate only the equipment you are authorized to use.(24) Report any injury to
your supervisor immediately.In addition to the general safety precautions and rules, there are
other good tool habits which will help you perform your work more efficiently, as well as safely.
These tool habits are described in the following subparagraphs.b. Tool Habits. "A place for
everything and everything in its place" is just common sense. You cannot do an efficient, fast
repair job if you have to stop and look around for each tool needed. The following rules will make
your job easier:(1) Keep each tool in its proper storage place. A tool is useless if it cannot be
found. If you return each tool to its proper place, you will know where it is when you need it.(2)
Keep your tools in good condition. Keep them free of rust, nicks, burrs, and breaks.(3) Keep your
tool set complete. If you are issued a tool box, each tool should be placed in it when not in use. If
possible, the box should be locked and stored in a designated area. Keep an inventory list in the
box and check it after each job. This will help you to keep track of your tools.(4) Use each tool



only on the job for which it was designed. If you use the wrong tool to make an adjustment, the
result will probably be unsatisfactory. For example, if you use a socket wrench that is too big, you
will round off the corners of the wrench or nut. If this damaged wrench or nut is not replaced
immediately, the safety of your equipment may be endangered in an emergency.(5) Keep your
tools within easy reach and where they cannot fall on the floor or on machinery. Avoid placing
tools anywhere above machinery or electrical apparatus. Serious damage may result if the tool
falls into the machinery after the equipment is turned on, or is running.(6) Never use damaged
tools. A battered screwdriver may slip and spoil the screw slot or cause painful injury to the user.
A gage strained out of shape will result in inaccurate measurements.Remember, a worker's
efficiency is often a direct result of the condition of the tools being used. Workers are often
judged by the manner in which they handle and care for their tools. You should care for
handtools the same way you care for personal property. Always keep handtools clean and free
from dirt, grease, and foreign matter. After use, return tools promptly to their proper places in the
tool box. Improve your own efficiency by organizing your tools so that those used most frequently
can be reached easily without sorting through the entire contents of the box. Avoid accumulating
unnecessary items.3. Safety Rules for Power ToolsSafety is an important factor in the use of
power tools and cannot be overemphasized. By observing the following safety guidelines, you
can ensure maximum benefits from the tools you use and reduce the chances of serious injury.a.
Never operate any power equipment unless you are completely familiar with its controls and
features.b. Inspect portable power tools before using them; see that they are clean and in good
condition.c. Make sure there is plenty of light in the work area. Never work with power tools in
dark areas where you cannot see clearly.d. Before connecting a power tool to a power source,
be sure the tool switch is in the OFF position.e. When operating a power tool, give it your FULL
and UNDIVIDED ATTENTION.f. DO NOT DISTRACT OR IN ANY WAY DISTURB another
person while they are operating a power tool.g. Never try to clear a jammed power tool until it is
disconnected from the power source.h. After using a power tool, turn off the power, disconnect
the power source, wait for all movement of the tool to stop, and remove all waste and scraps
from the work area. Store the tool in its proper place.i. Never plug the power cord of a portable
electric tool into a power source before making sure that the source has the correct voltage and
type of current specified on the nameplate of the tool.j. Do not allow power cords to come in
contact with sharp objects, nor should they kink or come in contact with oil, grease, hot surfaces,
or chemicals.k. Never use a damaged cord. Replace it immediately.l. Check electrical cables
and cords frequently for overheating. Use only approved extension cords, if needed:m. See that
all cables and cords are positioned carefully so they do not become tripping hazards.n. Treat
electricity with respect. If water is present in the area of electrical tool operation, be extremely
cautious and, if necessary, disconnect the power tool.4. Safety EquipmentSafety equipment is
for you. It will protect you from injury and may possibly save your life. Some of the more common
types of safety equipment provided for your personal protection follow:a. Safety Shoes. Safety
shoes protect and prevent injury or the loss of toes. Some safety shoes are designed to limit



damage to your toes from falling objects. A steel plate is placed in the toe area of such shoes, so
that your toes are not crushed if an object falls on them. Other safety shoes are designed for use
where danger from sparking could cause an explosion. Such danger is minimized by the
elimination of all metallic nails and eyelets and by the use of soles which do not cause static
electricity.b. Eye Protection. Proper eye protection is of the highest importance for all personnel.
Eye protection is necessary because of hazards caused by infrared and ultraviolet radiation, or
by flying objects such as sparks, globules of molten metal, chipped concrete, wood, etc. These
hazards are always present during welding, cutting, soldering, chipping, grinding, and a variety
of other operations. It is absolutely necessary to use eye protection devices such as helmets,
handshields, and goggles during eye hazard operations. Appropriate use of goggles will limit eye
hazards. Some goggles have plastic windows which resist shattering upon impact. Others are
designed to limit harmful infrared and ultraviolet radiation from arcs or flames through the use of
appropriate filter lenses. Remember, eye damage can be extremely painful. Protect your eyes.c.
Helmets. Protective helmets (hard hats) come in a variety of shapes. They may be made of
tough polyethylene or polycarbonate, one of the toughest hat materials yet developed. When
falling objects strike the hats, the shock absorbing suspension capabilities minimize
injuries.Regular hard hats must be insulated so that personnel may be protected from accidental
head contact with electrical circuits and equipment at comparatively low voltages (less than
2200 volts).Electrical workers requiring head protection, necessary to their duties or to the
working environment, must wear insulating safety helmets or all-purpose protective helmets
which must be capable of withstanding 20,000 Volt minimum proof-tests.d. Gloves. Use gloves
whenever you are required to handle rough, scaly, or splintery objects. Special flameproof
gloves are designed for gas and electric welding in order to limit danger and damage from
sparks and other hot, flying objects. Personnel working with electricity are usually required to
wear insulated rubber gloves.Be sure to follow all regulations prescribed for the use of gloves.
Gloves must not be worn around rotating machinery unless sharp or rough material is being
handled, in which case, extreme care should be used to prevent the gloves from being caught in
the machinery.e. Seats and Safety Straps. The safety belt and safety strap are essential when
working in high places. The safety belt, strapped around the waist, contains pockets for small
tools. The safety strap is a nylon-reinforced leather belt that is placed around the item to be
climbed. It is then attached to the two D-rings on the safety belt.f. Ear Protection. Proper hearing
protection is essential when working with or around certain types of power tools. Some tools are
capable of producing dangerously high noise levels which, if ignored, can result in serious
hearing loss or injury. Use the hearing protection regularly.5. ConclusionThis task provided
information on the safety requirements of selected handtools and power tools. A user must have,
choose, and use the correct tools in order to do the work quickly, accurately, and safely. Without
the proper tools and knowledge of how to use them, the user wastes time, reduces efficiency,
and may face injury. The following lessons will provide the appropriate knowledge for handling
and maintaining selected handtools and measuring tools.PRACTICE EXERCISELESSON 11. A



mechanic should never operate any power equipment unless __________.2. What is the first
thing that must be done before clearing a jammed power tool?3. What objects are used for
support when lifting a vehicle using a jack? 4. When should gloves be worn?5. What is the safety
hazard of using an oily or greasy tool on a job?PRACTICE EXERCISE SOLUTIONSLESSON 11.
Completely familiar with its controls and features.2. Disconnect the tool from the power source.3.
Blocks4. When handling an item that is splintery, rough or scaly.5. An oily or greasy tool may slip
from the hand and cause injury.LESSON 2USE AND CARE OF HANDTOOLSTASK
1DESCRIBE THE PROCEDURES FOR THE USE AND CARE OF NON-EDGED
HANDTOOLS1. Introduction to Non-Edged HandtoolsThis task encompasses a large group of
general purpose handtools. These tools are termed non-edged handtools because they are not
used for cutting purposes and do not have sharpened or cutting edges. They are designed to
facilitate mechanical operations such as clamping, hammering, twisting, turning, etc. This group
includes such tools as hammers, mallets, and screwdrivers, which are commonly referred to as
driving tools. Other types of non-edged tools covered in this task are wrenches, pliers, clamps,
pullers, soldering irons, and many others of a similar nature. Several types of pliers do have
cutting edges (exceptions to the rule); they are discussed in the pertinent paragraph with the
non-edged pliers, for convenience.The following paragraphs discuss the types of tools, as
indicated by the paragraph title, their description and particular construction, as well as the use
and care of each tool.2. Hammers and Malletsa. Purpose. Hammers and mallets (figure 1 below
and figure 2) are used to drive nails, spikes, drift pins, bolts, and wedges. They are also used to
strike chisels and punches, and to shape metals. Sledge hammers are used to drive spikes and
large nails, to break rock and concrete, and to drift heavy timbers.Figure 1. Types of
hammersFigure 2. Mallets and hammersb. Types of Hammers.(1) Carpenter's Hammers. A
carpenter's hammer is a steel headed, wood-handled, nail-driving tool. There are two types of
carpenter's hammers. Both types have claws at the back of the hammer head for pulling nails.
The difference between them lies mainly in their faces. One type has a flat face (figure 1, view
B). The other type has a rounded or convex face and is known as a bell-faced claw hammer
(figure 1, view P). Carpenter's hammers are issued in 7 ounce, 10 ounce, and 1 pound sizes. (2)
Machinist's Peen Hammers. Machinist's peen hammers are generally used by machine shop
personnel and auto mechanics. Machinist's peen hammers are made in several different styles.
(a) Ball-Peen Hammer. The most common is the machinist's ball-peen hammer (figure 1, view
C). It has a round ball-shaped head and is used for all general purpose work. Ball-peen
hammers are classified according to the weight of the head without the handle. They usually
weigh 2, 4, 8, or 12 ounces, or 1, 1 1/4, 1 1/2, 2, or 3 pounds. (b) Cross-Peen Hammer. The
machinist's cross-peen hammer (figure 1, view D) has a dull chisel head at right angles to the
handle and is used for spreading or drawing out metal. This hammer is issued in 3, 6, 8, 10, and
12 pound sizes. (c) Straight-Peen Hammer. The machinist's straight-peen hammer (figure 1,
view R) has a drill chisel head in line with the axis of the handle and is used for spreading and
drawing out metal. (3) Blacksmith's or Sledge Hammers. Blacksmith's or sledge hammers are



similar to machinist's peen hammers, except that they are made for heavy-duty. Short handled
sledge hammers are used to drive bolts, drift pins, and large nails, to strike cold chisels when
chipping and small hand rock drills when drilling holes in rock. Long handled sledge hammers
are used to break rock and concrete, to drive spikes and bolts, to strike rock drills and chisels,
and to drift heavy timbers. The handle is usually made of the best grade clear grain hickory, ash,
or maple; completely free from defects. Some sledge hammers have a double face (both sides
alike) (figure 1, view E), cross-peen face (figure 1, view J), or straight-peen face (figure 1, view
M). They are made in sizes from 6 to 20 pounds, having handles 30 to 36 inches long.(4)
Bumping Body Hammers. A bumping body hammer (figure 1, view L) is used for straightening
and bumping metal. The hammer shown has one round and one square face and the head is 4
inches long.Other bumping body hammers may have an offset cross and straight-peen faces, or
two round faces, or an offset square face and a cross-peen face.(5) Engineer's Hammer. The
engineer's hammer (figure 1, view N) has a cross-peen face and weighs 3 pounds. This hammer
is similar to the blacksmith's or sledge cross-peen hammer, only it is lighter in weight and is used
on lighter work.(6) Jeweler's Hammer. A jeweler's hammer (figure 2, view D) is used for light
hammering and for driving small shafts and pins. This hammer weighs 1 3/4 to 2 ounces and
generally has a hardwood handle.(7) Welder's Hammer. A welder's hammer (figure 2, view A) is
used for chipping welds. The opposite end of the hammer is sometimes equipped with a wire
brush for cleaning metals before welding, and for brushing slag away after chipping.(8) Soft-
Faced Hammers. Wood-handled, soft-faced hammers are used for striking heavy blows where
the steel-faced hammers would bruise or mar the surface of the work. The soft faces are made
of rubber, wood, rawhide, copper, lead, or plastic, and the head may vary in weight from 6
ounces to 6 pounds. Figure 2, view G shows the 3 pound copper hammer. The plastic-face
hammers (figure 2, view G) are supplied with two soft, two medium, two tough, and two nylon
replaceable faces.c. Types of Mallets.(1) Carpenter's Mallet. A carpenter's mallet (figure 2, view
H) is a wooden, short-handled tool used to drive wooden handled chisels, wooden dowels, or
small stakes. The head is cylindrical and has two flat driving faces. It is sometimes reinforced
with iron bands at each end. This mallet is also used for smoothing out dents in sheet metal and
for turning thin metal edges and seams without cutting the metal surface.(2) Rawhide Mallet.
The rawhide mallet (figure 2, view K) is used to form or shape sheet metal where hard-faced or
steel hammers might mar or injure the work.(3) Tinner's Mallet. A tinner's mallet (figure 2, view J)
is made of wood. It ranges in size from 1 1/4 inch head diameter and 3 inch head length to 3 1/2
inch head diameter and 6 inch head length.d. Use of Hammers and Mallets.(1) Using a
Carpenter's Hammer.(a) Driving Nails. The wrist and arm motion, used when driving nails,
depends upon the power of the impact required. Small nails require light blows which are struck
almost entirely with a wrist motion. Heavy blows required to drive a large nail come from the
wrist, forearm, and shoulder. Always strike the nail with the center of the hammer face. Do not
strike with the side or cheek. Sometimes the grain of the wood, a knot, or a hidden obstruction
will cause a nail to bend slightly when it is being driven. Striking a nail with the face of the



hammer at a slight angle will also cause a nail to bend. Changing the angle of the hammer face
will help to straighten the nail out. If a nail bends excessively when it is driven, pull it out and
discard it. Start another nail in its place. If the second nail also bends excessively, inspect the
work for a knot or other obstruction. Drive a new nail in a new position, or drill a hole past the
obstruction and try again. Tacks and small nails (brads) can be driven with a magnetic hammer,
upholsterer's hammer, or a light carpenter's hammer. The bell-faced claw hammer is used to
drive nails flush, and even slightly below the surface of the work, without leaving marks. The
basic procedure for driving nails is described in 1 through 5 below. 1. Grip the hammer handle
firmly, with one hand, near the end of the handle (figure 3).Figure 3. Holding hammer correctly2.
Hold the nail near its point with the thumb and forefinger of the other hand.3. Place the point of
the nail on the work at the exact spot in which it is to be driven.4. To start the nail, tap it squarely,
but lightly, until it has penetrated the work to a depth sufficient to hold securely.5. Remove
fingers and drive the nail into the work.NOTEWhen using a plain-faced hammer, the nail head
must be parallel to the face of the hammer at the moment of impact. The bell-faced hammer
offers a uniform face to the nail head even though the hammer is slightly tipped.(b) Pulling Nails.
Slip the claw of the carpenter's hammer under the nail head. Make certain the head of the nail is
caught securely in the slot of the claw. Raise the hammer handle until it is nearly vertical. If the
nail is short, this will withdraw it from the work. If the nail is long and the hammer handle is pulled
past the vertical position, it will mar the work, bend the nail, and enlarge the hole. Most of the
leverage is lost when the hammer handle passes the vertical position, requiring a great deal of
force to withdraw the nail. To simplify pulling long nails, place a piece of wood under the hammer
head so that the handle is again nearly horizontal and the leverage is increased. (2) Using a
Blacksmith’s or Sledge Hammer. Since a sledge hammer is used for heavy-duty work, it is
designed with a longer handle which requires a greater swing, and a heavy head which supplies
a greater impact. Grasp the sledge hammer near the end of the handle with both hands; spread
feet apart; raise the sledge hammer up over your head and bring it down. You must practice this
swing until you are properly balanced and the work is struck with the least effort. Let the head of
the sledge do the work. After raising the sledge hammer over your head, use wrists, forearms,
and shoulders to deliver heavier blows. Light blows are struck with a motion of wrist only.
Observe the following precautions when using a sledge hammer.(a) Wear safety goggles when
using a sledge.(b) Do not use a sledge whose head is worn round by overuse; it may glance off
the work and cause serious injury.(c) Make certain the area behind you is clear, so that on the
backswing the sledge head will not strike anyone.(d) Take a practice swing first to help you gage
distance, balance, and contact of the sledge with the work to be hit.(e) Before striking a chisel
bar with a sledge, attach a disk to the bar about one-fourth of the distance from the top of the
bar. The disk will protect the hands of the helper who holds the chisel. (f) Keep hammer and
sledge faces free from oil or other material that would cause the tool to glance off nails, spikes,
or stakes. (3) Using a Mallet. A mallet is swung in the same manner as a hammer. Never use a
mallet to drive nails; it will spoil the face of the mallet. Never use a wooden mallet on sharp



corners; it will mar the work and the mallet.e. Care of Hammers and Mallets.(1) Storage. If a
hammer, mallet, or sledge is used often, it should be stored in a wall rack when not in use.
Clean, repair, and oil metal portions of tools before storing them for long periods of time. Store
wooden mallets out of direct sunlight and away from all sources of heat, since excessive drying
will cause cracking and splitting. A light film of oil should occasionally be placed on wooden
mallets to keep a little moisture in the wood.(2) Maintenance. Faces of hammer heads should be
regularly dressed to remove battered edges. Hammer and sledge heads should be securely
attached to a good solid handle of the proper type. Make sure the steel or hardwood wedges are
tight and in place. If wedges work loose, drive them into place. Replace missing wedges. Never
use screws or nails as wedges because they may come out or split the handle. Keep the claws
of all hammers sharp enough to grip nail heads firmly. See that the handles are in perfect
condition and always replace a defective handle to avoid accidents.f. Repair and Replacement
of Handles.(1) Repair. Handles on hammers and sledge hammers must be inspected constantly
to see that they are tight and to check for split or broken wood. If the handle is loose, seat it into
the eye of the hammer head by striking the end of the handle with a mallet (figure 4), and then
drive the wedges back into the handle. If the wedges are not tight or do not spread the handle
sufficiently to make it tight, add another wedge or use larger wedges, if possible. In an
emergency, a loose handle may be temporarily tightened by soaking it in water until the wood
swells within the head. If the handle does not become tight, replace the handle.Figure 4.
Replacing hammer handle(2) Replacement (figure 4). If a handle is split or broken, remove it
from the head of the tool. If the handle is too tight to pull out of the head, saw off the handle close
to the head and drive the remaining end out through the large end of the eye. Save the wedges.
Shape a new handle from hickory or maple to fit, using a spoke shave or wood rasp. If using a
wooden wedge, make a saw cut in the end of the handle, as shown in figure 5. Wedges may be
metal or straight-grained hardwood, but never nails or screws. Seat the new handle and check to
see whether the handle fits properly. If it does, saw off the projecting end and drive the wedge(s)
into the handle (figure 6). If the handle is tightened with metal wedges, smooth then off by
grinding. If the handle is secured with wooden wedges, use a wood rasp to smooth them
off.Figure 5. Hammer handle wedgesFigure 6. Installing wedgesg. Restoring Worn Faces.
Incorrect or abusive use of hammers and mallets frequently results in uneven face wear. Faces
also wear after considerable use and must be restored as described below.(1) Determine if the
face should be flat or rounded by examining the unworn portion of the face, or by comparison
with an unworn tool of the same type.(2) Grind the face to the proper shape. Dip the head in
water often to prevent loss of temper through overheating.(3) When restoring mallets or double-
faced hammers or sledges, remove the same amount of material from both sides to preserve the
balance.NOTEDo not remove any more material than is necessary.3. Screwdriversa. Purpose.
Screwdrivers are used for driving or removing screws or bolts with slotted or special heads.b.
Types of Screwdrivers.(1) General. Screwdrivers are made in various shapes and lengths to
perform specific jobs. The size of a screwdriver (figure 7) is indicated by the length of the blade;



i.e.; a 6 inch screwdriver has a 6 inch blade. The width and shape of the blade tip vary from a
narrow parallel sided tip to a wide tapered tip. Some screwdrivers have special tips for cross-
slotted recessed screws or bolts and clutch-bit screws. Special screwdrivers are provided with a
ratchet arrangement.Figure 7. Standard screwdriver(2) Common Screwdriver. The common
screwdriver (figure 8) has a round steel blade anchored in a wood or plastic handle. The blade is
forged from alloy steel and tempered. The tip is flat, hot forged to size, and heat treated.
Common screwdrivers are tapered to give maximum strength. Handles are made of hardwood
or plastic composition, usually fluted for a good grip. The blade is anchored in the handle by two
or more tongs on the end of the blade and, in the case of a wood handle, the blade is anchored
by a pin or rivet through the ferrule, handle, and blade. Some handles are integral; that is, the
blade forms an integral part of some of the outside surface of the handle and is locked in place
by rivets. Integral blade screwdrivers are used for heavy-duty work. The blade can be tapped
with a hammer to seat the blade tip in rusty screws. Other common heavy-duty screwdrivers
have square blades so that a wrench can be used to turn them. Figure 8. Common flat-tip
screwdriver(3) Phillips Screwdrivers (Cross-Tip). The tip of a Phillips screwdriver (figure 9) is
shaped like a cross so that it fits into Phillips-head screws. Phillips-head screws have two slots
which cross at the center. These screwdrivers are made with four different sized tips. Size 1 will
fit No. 4 and smaller size Phillips screws; size 2 will fit Nos. 5 to 9 inclusive; size 3 will fit Nos. 10
to 16 inclusive; and size 4 will fit No. 18 and larger size Phillips-head screws. Phillips
screwdrivers also have different length blades ranging from 1 inch to 8 inches.Figure 9. Special
tipped screwdriver(4) Reed & Prince Screwdrivers (Cross-Point). Reed & Prince screwdrivers
are similar to the Phillips type; however, do not confuse them, for the tip is different, as shown in
figure 9. These screwdrivers are issued in 3 to 8 inch sizes.(5) Clutch-Heed Screwdrivers. Clutch-
head screwdrivers (figure 9) are used to drive clutch-bit screws. These screws are commonly
called butterfly or figure 8 screws and have recessed heads. The clutch-type screwdriver is
issued in 3, 4, 5, and 6 inch sizes.(6) Offset Screwdrivers. Offset screwdrivers (figure 9) are
designed to drive or remove screws that cannot be lined up with the axis of common
screwdrivers, or are located in tight corners. An offset screwdriver is usually made from a piece
of steel, round or octagonal in shape, machined so that the end portion is at right angles to its
longitudinal axis. They are made in a variety of sizes having different width tips. Some offset
screwdrivers are made with two blades, one of different size at each end. A double-tip offset
screwdriver has four blades.(7) Ratchet Screwdrivers. Ratchet screwdrivers (figure 10) are used
to drive or remove small screws rapidly. The spiral ratchet screwdriver automatically drives or
removes screws. It can be adjusted to turn left, right, or to be locked to act as a common
screwdriver. It has a knurled sleeve with a spiral chuck and a control locking device which has
three positions; right and left ratchet, and rigid. Some spiral ratchets have a spring in the handle
which automatically returns the handle for the next stroke. Another style of ratchet screwdriver
has a knurled collar for rotating the blade with your fingers. The spiral type has separate blades
that are inserted in the chuck. The plain common ratchet screwdriver is made with one integrally



built blade. Figure 10. Ratchet screwdrivers and screwdriver bits(8) Screwdriver Bits. A
screwdriver bit (figure 10) is a screwdriver blade with a square, hexagonal (six-sided), or
notched shank so that it will fit in the chuck of a breast drill or ratchet bit brace, or on a square
drive tool, such as a socket wrench handle. Other screwdriver bits are made with a spiral ratchet
screwdriver shank for use with spiral ratchets.
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